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Abstract
Every day and innumerably, road vehicles of different types pass flat roadside elements like
traffic signs, noise barriers, charge devices etc. The elements are exposed to a vehiclespecific flow and pressure field, i.e. to transient loads. In order to investigate the phenomena
involved, both have been performed, a wind tunnel study using LDA technique to infer basic
flow information at the leading edge of vehicles and full-scale measurements of pressure
loads with high temporal and spatial resolution and different vehicle types. For the pressure
load investigations, three different plate configurations have been tested, i.e. square boards
with different edge lengths have been exposed to vehicle induced flow fields in three different
ways. The full-scale measuring campaign delivered a broad data base for the quantification
of pressure loads on flat elements allowing a better lay-out of such structures.
Introduction
Around a moving vehicle, typical pressure zones develop showing a first zone of overpressure at the front of the vehicle followed by a zone of under-pressure (air flow acceleration behind the leading edge of the vehicle). These zones lie close to each other and they are
responsible for typical vehicle-induced aerodynamic forces acting on fixed objects at the
roadside. Vehicle aerodynamics has been investigated in numerous studies in the last decades, see e.g. Sovran et al. 1978, Hucho 1994, Watkins et al. 2007, however, the interaction
of the vehicle-induced flow field and static elements beside the road has been investigated
barely. Thereby, especially in the gap between the vehicle and the element, a specific highly
unsteady flow field develops. In literature, only few studies exist on this topic, see Cali & Covert 2000, Quinn et al. 2001, Macciacchera & Ruck 2001, Sanz-Andrés et al. 2003, 2004.
Also material fatigue of roadside elements (like traffic signs) is affected by the vehicleinduced load dynamics, see e.g. Pulipaka et al. 1998, McManus et al. 2003. Unfortunately,
no data of systematic investigations can be found respecting all, the element size, vehicle
type, element distance and alignment.
Therefore, experimental full scale measurements have been performed with six vehicle types
on a closed track under good weather conditions, i.e. as calm as possible and no rain, and
for three different alignments of the flat elements. For all configurations, the aerodynamic
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interaction should be studied in detail with regard to transient pressure field distributions being directly measured on the testing boards by arrays of pressure sensors. Among the different vehicle types, highest loads were expected to be generated by passing trucks. Therefore,
first of all, a model study in the wind tunnel was performed using 2D-LDA technique to infer
the undisturbed flow field around trucks and to be able to correlate it with the obtained pressure results.
Flow field around moving vehicle
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the flow field of realistic truck models of scale 1:16 has been
investigated in a wind tunnel study by LDA. A 2D fiber-coupled LDA-system with an argonion laser (514 nm and 488 nm) and a sending lens of 1139 mm focal length was used.

Fig. 1: LDA measuring positions (left) and flow field measurement in wind tunnel (right)

Fig. 2: Normalized cross-flow (left) and stream-wise (right) velocity at the leading edge of typical box
shape trucks
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The flow field investigation was performed in a wind tunnel with low turbulence intensity
(< 1%) and the trucks being fixed on a short plate so that the forming boundary layer above
the plate was very thin.
Typically, today's trucks have a box shape with rounded edges and a spoiler on top of the
cabin. Thus, the flow field around the truck head is quite smooth not showing any significant
flow separation phenomena, as can be seen in Fig. 2, where for a typical box shape truck the
measured flow velocities in stream-wise and cross-flow direction is given for measuring plane
No.3 corresponding to a full-scale height of about 2 m. Typically for all vehicles, the air is
displaced by the vehicle head increasing the stream-wise and cross-flow component at the
leading edge. Thus, an observer beside the road experiences a pressure force induced by
the initial air displacement followed by a sudden suction force due to the decreasing pressure
in an accelerated contour flow.
Field investigation of pressure loads
For the field experiments, six vehicle-types were chosen to ensure a good representation of
typical traffic vehicles. Typical parameters characterizing the vehicles used are given in
Tab. 1. A passenger car was also included to enable a comparison with it. All the load vehicles were box-type since higher aerodynamic forces were expected.
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Tab. 1: Fleet of testing vehicles (classification according to DIN 70010 in parentheses)

Three basic test configurations, (A), (B) and (C), were investigated (see Fig. 3 and 4):
(A) Testing board was aligned parallel to the vehicle side wall. In this case, the positive
acting force (F > 0) was assigned to the direction away from the vehicle.
(B) Testing board was aligned normal to the driving direction so that the positive acting
force was assigned in driving direction.
(C) Testing board was aligned as in the case (B) but positioned above the roof of the vehicle. The positive acting force is assigned in driving direction.
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Three square testing boards with different sizes (A = a2) were investigated:
• Small-sized board with its edge length a1 = 50 cm (A = 2500 cm2)
• Medium-sized board with its edge length a2 = 100 cm (A = 10000 cm2)
• Large-sized board with its edge length a3 = 150 cm (A = 22500 cm2)
In this paper, only the medium-sized board based results are presented.
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Fig. 3: Layout of experiment showing three configurations (A), (B) & (C) – front view (left); trailer-truck
passing testing board of configuration (B) (right)

Fig. 4: Layout of experiment showing three configurations (A), (B) & (C) – side view

A “test position” was defined by one particular configuration, one vehicle type and one vertical level of the testing board. At each test position several runs, typically N = 15 to 25, were
carried out. For each run, the vehicle velocity and the distance between board and vehicle
were captured automatically using light beam triggering and optical distance measuring
technique. A summary of test positions and ranges of involved variables are given in Tab. 2.
Force measurement
The medium-sized testing board was fitted with 64 pressure taps on both surfaces opposite
each other and equipped with 64 miniature electronic differential pressure transducers allowing the measurement of unsteady differential pressure field distribution with high resolution in
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time. The pressure measurement taps were located in a grid of 8 by 8 points symmetrically
so that the distances to the nearest edge were 30, 95, 215 and 405 mm. A high-speed MCCDAQ Board USB-2537 and 64 HCX analog pressure transducers (PM010D6V) with nominal
accuracy ± 1 Pa were built into the testing board. The analog signal sampling rate was 3 kHz
per channel applying Barlett window like digital FIR filter additionally.
Testing boards were designed as flat as possible to allow the assumption that the thickness
of the boards is negligible. The thickness of the medium-sized board was d = 40 mm. The
mountings of the boards were made as light as possible but still rigid enough to avoid excessive vibration phenomena.
A = (100x100) cm
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Tab. 2: Summary of test positions given by configuration, vehicle type and the height of medium-sized
testing board (bold-font and color-shaded positions are analyzed in this paper) and typical ranges of
variables U, Y and Z’ accomplished within measurements with the medium-sized testing board

The transient force F(t) acting onto the testing board was determined by integrating the differential pressure field dp(x,y,t) over the board area A(x,y) as shown in Eq. (1).

F(t ) = ∫∫ dp(x, y, t ) dx dy

(1)

A

Occasionally, depending on the weather conditions, wind gust effects influenced the force
measurements. In cases where necessary, the gust biased pedestals were additionally rectified, and, if it was not possible, the whole run was rejected. On Fig. 5, characteristic force
series of different testing board configurations for truck tests are shown, which have been
determined for the distance Y = 0.7 m and approaching velocity U = 80 km/h. Four basic local extremes were denoted for all configurations generally:
•
•
•
•

P1 for the first positive peak at X1
P2 for the last positive peak at X2
P3 for the first negative peak at X3 where X3 > X1
P4 for the last negative peak at time X4 where X4 < X2
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Fig. 5: Characteristic force series for truck test positions ensemble averaged and re-calculated for
distance 0.7 m and approach velocity 80 km/h (test positions tagged with green shading in Tab. 2)

The length X was determined by reducing the vehicle approach velocity:

X = t ⋅U

(2)

In some cases, other significant local peaks could be observed between X3 and X4, which
were labeled as P2’ for positive force, or P4’ for negative force, respectively. Typically, in
case of configuration (A) the peak P2 was insignificant, and in case of configuration (B) and
(C) the peak P2’ could rise up to the same order as of P3, especially at lower distances. For
all configurations, the peak P4 became in some test positions insignificant with regard to the
vehicle length L and the form of rear edge – e.g. for the passenger car the peaks P3 and P4
joined each other practically.
Distance model and characteristic load curves for specific vehicle types
In the field experiments, it was not possible to repeat single runs exactly under the same
condition. Therefore, the measurements stem from vehicles passing the testing boards with
variable distances and approach velocities (40 - 100 km/h). It was attempted to normalize the
forces reducing these variables. Because of the fact that wind loads depend on the square of
velocity, the vehicle-induced force was normalized by a force consisting of the product of
vehicle velocity-based dynamic pressure and the vehicle frontal area Av = B . H, as shown in
Eq. (3), leading to the dimensionless transient force coefficient CF(t). The air density ρ was
calculated as function of altitude, air temperature, humidity and ambient pressure which were
continuously measured during the experiments.

CF (t ) =

2 ⋅ F(t )
A v ⋅ ρ ⋅ U2
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(3)

Fig. 6: Differential force coefficient (Eq. 4) in dependence on the nearest distance of vehicle to the
testing board. Fitting of distance model for three truck test positions (tagged with green shading in
Tab. 2). For configuration (C) notation of distance Y symbolizes vertical distance Z’.

It was found that the differential force coefficient between peaks P1 and P3 obviously coming
from the potential bow wave at the front of moving vehicle could be approximated with the 3rd
power function fitted on tested distance range. For each test position a distance model k(Y)
was estimated applying model coefficients a [m3] and b [m], see Eq. (4) and Fig. 6.

CF,diff 13 = CF (X1 ) − CF (X 3 ) ≈ Y −3

(4a)

k (Y ) = a ⋅ (Y + b )

(4b)

−3

The decay of power 3 corresponds to a simplified theoretical model presented in SanzAndrés et al. 2003. Three distance models which represent three different configurations
(Fig. 6) increasingly differ with decreasing distance to vehicle. At bigger distances the bow
wave impact seems to be equal.
Finally, the force coefficient could be additionally normalized applying the distance model
k(Y) (Eq. 5) and ensemble averaging for all runs of a single test position (Eq. 6).

C F* (t ) =
C F* (t ) =

C F (t )
k (Y )

(5)

1 N *
∑ CF,i (t )
N i=1

(6)

In this way, a characteristic load curve could be estimated for a specific vehicle type applicable for all test positions. Furthermore, to reduce several vehicle lengths, the time was normalized by the vehicle length L and its approach velocity U (Eq. 7).
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tn =

t ⋅U X
=
L
L

(7)

Because the distance model was set up in accordance to the bow wave loading peaks (peak
P1 and P3) a single force curve behind the leading edge of vehicle could deviate from the
characteristic load curve in dependence on the current distance.

Fig. 7: Characteristic load curve (ensemble averaged) acting on the medium-sized testing board in
configuration (C) by passing a truck in comparison with subset load curves (distance dependent ensemble average)

As a typical example characteristic loads estimated for the test position with configuration C
and truck are shown in Fig. 7. Subset ensemble averages were calculated for several tested
distances (distance above the vehicle roof Z’) separately and plotted together with the characteristic one (ensemble averaged from all runs). Starting from the distance Z’ = 0.3 m the
peak P2’ becomes stronger and at the distance 0.15 m it has reached the same amplitude as
the suction peak P3. The same effects were observed by Cali & Covert 2000. A possible explanation was that the fixed board interacted with a wake-type air bubble originating at the
vehicle roof edge and moving with the vehicle.
Nevertheless, the situation looks different in the case of a trailer-truck, see Fig. 8. The loading peak P2’ is reduced along the driver cab and behind the leading edge of the roof the
force oscillates till the trailing edge passes. The induced differences in the curves stem from
the fact that we could not use the identical truck for all measurements but different ones of
the same type differing a bit in aerodynamic form (especially in the area of cabin and spoiler).
The truck (admissible weight 7.5 tons, e.g. IVECO 75E18) had a steep flat spoiler and a rigid
box body. The trailer-truck (admissible weight 40 tons, e.g. Mercedes-Actros) had a structured cab roof with a lower spoiler and a canvas box body. In the wake zone bigger vortex
structures were detected in case of trailer-truck which affected the testing board with stronger
loading fluctuations, see Fig. 8 (1 ≤ tn ≤ 2).
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Fig. 8: Characteristic load curve (whole ensemble average) acting on the medium-sized testing board
in configuration (C) by passing a trailer-truck in comparison with subset load curves (distance dependent ensemble average)

Fig. 9: Characteristic load curve (whole ensemble average) acting on the medium-sized testing board
in configuration (B) by passing a trailer-truck in comparison with subset load curves (distance dependent ensemble average)

Positive extremes (P2’) were detected in test positions with configuration (B) too, especially
for low levels Z and big vehicles, as exemplary shown in Fig. 9. In this case a difficult aerodynamic interaction between the vehicle body, wheels, the ground and testing board is
present. With increasing distance, the curve becomes smoother and flatter. In the case of
configuration (A) there were no such significant or important deviations from the distance
model like in the case of configuration (B) and (C) described above, however, wheel-ground
effects were stronger as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Characteristic load curve (whole ensemble average) acting on the medium-sized testing board
in configuration (A) by passing a trailer-truck in comparison with subset load curves (distance dependent ensemble average)

Comparative charts for specific vehicle types
Characteristic vehicle-induced wind loads F(t) acting on a board can be reconstructed on the
basis of experimentally determined characteristic load curves <CF*> and distance models
k(Y) applying known distance Y and velocity U of a passing vehicle with its frontal area Av:

ρ ⋅ U2
⋅ A v ⋅ k (Y ) ⋅ CF* ( t )
F( t ) =
2

(8)

The appropriate model coefficients and characteristic load curve are to be chosen in correspondence to the particular vehicle-type. There is a comparison of six specific vehicle types in
Fig. 11 considering the nearest distance between the board and the vehicle Y = 0.5 m and
the passing velocity U = 80 km/h for all three tested configurations. Hence the loading force
is in Newton units and the horizontal axis corresponds to the vehicle length in meters which
allows a direct comparison. Presented results correspond to the testing board level Z = 1 m
for configuration (A) and (B), or Y’ = 0 for configuration (C), respectively. In the case of bigwheel vehicles Z = 1.5 m, in the case of passenger car Z = 0.7 m as noticed in the legends.
As expected, bigger forces were detected from big vehicles at the bow of vehicle, but the
forces coming from the vehicle rear were very similar in cases of configurations (A) and (B).
The configuration (C) was strongly influenced by the particular aerodynamic features of the
cabin and the transition to the load box-shaped body. Therefore the small truck with a steep
transition from the cabin to the bluff box body induced the biggest suction (P3) and pressure
(P2’) force at the configuration (C). The tour-bus had a special roof structure overlapping the
surrounding roof area which led to a local suction and pressure peak at X = 5.6 m and
X = 8.5 m, respectively, in the case of configuration (C). Generally, sudden changes in the
cross-section area of the vehicle localize force extremes and induce higher force gradients
corresponding to the velocity gradients as documented with LDA-measurements.
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Fig. 11: Characteristic vehicle-induced wind loads on the medium-sized testing board for the distance
0.5 m and passing velocity 80 km/h in three different configurations each with six specific vehicles
(test positions concerned here are tagged with bold font in Tab. 2)
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Conclusion
Extensive full-scale experiments have been performed to determine the loads acting on flat
elements (here: testing board of 1 m²) by passing real vehicles, which were represented by
six specific vehicle-types. Thus, the results are free of scale effects and reflect realistic flow
and turbulence conditions. A distance model was introduced to reduce the distance dependency pressure load yielding a characteristic ensemble averaged load curve for each combination of vehicle-type and element position. If the vehicle-type, its velocity and distance are
known, expected loading values may be reconstructed (via Eq. (8)) and can be used for the
appropriate design of such flat elements. Very near passages with extremely low distances
(smaller than about 30 cm) should be treated carefully, because additional significant load
peaks may occur, especially, if the flat element is aligned normal to the driving direction.
The total forces acting on flat elements often originate from a part of the surface only, i.e.
strong extremes located usually near edges must be taken into account when considering
e.g. mechanical bending moments.
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